Driver Minimum Requirements Licensing Addendum #1 - 2015

Driver’s License Requirements as determined with the Association Counsel

All Emergency Apparatus drivers shall be subject to the following license requirements:

All Maryland licensing shall be in compliance with the Department Of Transportation’s (DOT) title 49-CFR-383 regulations. The driver shall meet the requirements of Association Standard 700-02 as amended and shall have completed a medical physical, to comply with frequency set by the Association, health care professional, or DOT regulations that pertain to CDL license.

The driver must be authorized by the fire, rescue or emergency medical service to operate the type of emergency vehicle operated.

The driver must be operating the emergency vehicle while in the performance of the official duties of the driver while in or out of the state of Maryland.

Driver shall have completed EVOC Training to drive Emergency.

Driving Vehicles less than 26,001 pounds GVW

The Maryland driver must hold a minimum of a valid Class C license under 16-104.1 of the Maryland Annotated Code.

Out of state drivers may operate an emergency Vehicle in Maryland if they hold a valid license which is equivalent to the Maryland Class C License from their own state or equivalent licenses to the commercial or non-commercial classes.

A driver shall be issued a card from the company certifying that they have successfully passed EVOC training and are qualified to operate the specific Emergency Vehicle and the holder is authorized to drive the named vehicle by the company. (Such standardized card shall be approved by the MVA and will be provided to the companies by the Association)

Driving Vehicles Over 26,001 pounds GVW

The Maryland driver must hold a minimum of a valid Class C license under 16-104.1 of the Maryland Annotated Code.

Out of state drivers may operate an emergency Vehicle in Maryland if they hold a valid license which is equivalent to the Maryland Class C License from their own state or equivalent licenses to the commercial or non-commercial classes.

A driver shall be issued a card from the company certifying they have successfully passed EVOC training and are qualified to operate the specific Emergency Vehicle and the holder is authorized to drive the named vehicle by the company. (Such standardized card shall be approved by the MVA and will be provided to the companies by the Association)

Class D and A commercial drivers are exempt from the card requirements.

Maryland Non-commercial Class B license

Maryland Commercial Class B License (With DOT Physical)

Maryland non-commercial Class A License

Maryland Commercial Class A License (With DOT Physical)